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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of supplementary services on customer loyalty in Tanzania. Spe-
cifically, the study intended to assess effect of facilitating services, enhancing services and exception services to-
wards the customer loyalty of hotel sector in Iringa Municipality. The research employed a quantitative research 
approach whereby a descriptive design was used. The targeted population was 120 customers of selected hotels 
from in Iringa Municipality where a sample size of 90 was drawn out of it. Convenient sampling techniques were 
used for the selection of respondents. Descriptive statistics was used to analyse data. From the findings, it was ob-
served that that majority of hotel customers are loyal because of the facilitating services provided by hotels. Effec-
tive facilitating services towards the customer loyalty of hotel sector helps to increase customer loyalty of hotel sec-
tor at Iringa Municipality. In addition, majority of hotel customers are loyal because of the enhancing services pro-
vided by hotels. In addition, enhancing services like consultation and hospitality on hotel is very higher and they 
influence customer loyalty. Furthermore, exception services in hotel industry affect more customer loyalty. The way 
customer gets more exception services such as access to water polo service, conference centre, quality internet 
service or attractive arcade (gallery) influence customers to stay more in hotel while building their loyalty to such 
hotel. The study concludes that for the hotels, facilitating services like provision of insights information, taking or-
ders, bills payment information and inquires on any payments to customers are very useful in developing customer 
loyalty of hotel sector. Safety is most important; thus, hotel owners should invest more on the safety of their cus-
tomers to influence customer loyalty hence increasing hotel market share. The researcher recommends that hotel 
owners should ensure that supplementary services are attractive to customers and are consistence to attract more 
customers in the hotel industry. On the staff point of view, it is important that staff to have hospitality to their cus-
tomers and provide any supplement services when needed by the customers under hotels condition. Such services 
will increase customer loyalty. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Customer loyalty results in an emotional attachment to the service provided, which is driven primarily by commitment and affec-

tion. The customer develops affection for the service/product in a manner similar to a friendship (Berry, 2018). Businesses develop 
services/products with the principal objective of drawing and retaining customers (Kotler and Keller, 2016). 

Hotel services involve human activities whereby one travel from one point (original place) to the other place (destination) for var-
ious purposes and stay there for not more than one consecutive period and not less than 24 hours (Hohnholz, 2014). According to 
Mathieson and Wall (2012), tourism refers to the temporary movement of people and go outside of their normal places of work and 
residence, the activities undertaken during their stay in those destinations, and the facilities created to cater their needs. 

Service is any intangible act or performance that one party offers to another that does not result in the ownership of anything 
(Kotler and Keller, 2016). Service can also be defined as an intangible offer by one party to another in exchange of money or plea-
sure. According to Parasuraman et al., (2017) the characteristics of services are intangibility, heterogeneity, and inseparability which 
must be acknowledged for a full understanding of services delivery.  

Hotel service is usually perceived as a critical prerequisite for satisfying and retaining valued customers (Taylor & Baker, 2017). 
Therefore, hotel industry should first identify what the consumer perceives as a core service or supplementary service to successfully 
leverage service quality as a competitive edge. Supplementary service will enable organizations to make more sales which will in turn 
increase the profitability of the firm and hence improving the hotel’s image (Berry, 2018). Satisfaction is a person’s feeling of pleasure 
or disappointment resulting from comparing a product’s performance (outcome) in relation to his or her expectation (Kotler and Kel-
ler, 2016). It is a psychological concept that involves the feeling of well-being and pleasure that results from obtaining what one 
hopes for and expects from an appealing product and/or service (World trade organization, 2018). 

Supplementary service has become an increasingly important factor for success and survival in any hotel. Isa (2019) argues that 
provision of supplementary services aids in meeting several requirements such as customers’ perception and its subsequent loyalty 
and market share, soliciting new market share, improved productivity, financial performance and profitability service. Supplementary 
service is very important to any hotel because it is a route to competitive advantage and profitability. Quality superiority has been 
found to provide substantial performance related benefits such as customer loyalty, responsiveness to demand, market share growth 
and productivity (Berry & Parasuraman, 2017). Hotel supplementary services are usually perceived as a critical prerequisite for satis-
fying and retaining valued customers (Taylor & Baker, 2017). Service quality enables the hotel to make more sales which will in turn 
increase the profitability of the firm and hence improving the firm’s image and growth of the industry (Kotler & Keller, 2016). 

Empirical evidence points out the need of providing supplementary service to customers is to increase the assurance of business. 
For instance, Berry, (2018) who conducted a study on the importance of providing supplementary service to customers insisted that 
supplementary services attract more customers and enhances market penetration. In addition, Kotler and Keller, (2016) found that 
provision of supplementary services become inevitable on hotel industry since tourist needs quality services. Due to these observa-
tions, hotel industry was required first to identify what the consumer perceives as core service and supplementary service to suc-
cessfully leverage service quality as a competitive edge.  

In creating a competitive advantage, the flower of service concept by Lovelock (2016) divided service product into core service 
and supplementary services and showed that most of the different types of core services often share the use of similar supplementa-
ry services. The core services are those that customers view as baseline expectations, so customers will not consider doing business 
with a company unless it offers that level of service. The core services respond to the customers need for a basic benefit (Forbes, 
2015). Thus, performing well on the core service is a matter of survival. Meanwhile, supplementary services being a part of full-
service product offered by marketers can be utilized as a beneficial tool to create interest and to develop awareness among custom-
ers (Goyal, 2015). The core services in hotel industry includes all basic services provided to hotel customers, guest rooms are deemed 
important functions of all hotels. Therefore, these two functions can be considered as a core service. Lovelock (2016) capture eight 
variables of tangible and intangible supplementary services that embellish the core. These eight variables include the areas of infor-
mation, consultation, order taking, hospitality, caretaking (safekeeping), exceptions, billing and payment. 

The major and popular competitive advantage strategy (the positioning view strategy) helps to determine the kinds of supplemen-
tary services to be included. A strategy of adding benefits to increase customers’ perceptions will probably require more supplemen-
tary services and a high level of performance on all such elements than strategy of competing on low price (Wirtz, & Koh, 2018). In 
addition, the search for competitive advantage in a hotel industry often focuses on differentiating the product through better sup-
plementary services (Wirtz, 2019). 

Hotel sector is one of the world’s fastest growing industries which have tremendous impact on people’s lives. Today, tourism is 
gradually being one of the essential keys in economic sectors in many Least Developed Countries (LDCs) (Honholt, 2014), including 
Tanzania. Both developed and developing countries have supported tourism for various reasons, ranging from economics to the po-
litical. This can be explained by the nature of the countries’ internal social, economic and political conditions. Developed countries, 
for example, have used tourism primarily to tackle problems related to unemployment caused by de-industrialization, while develop-
ing countries have diverse reasons to use tourism as a strategy towards development. 

Hotel services comprises the activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not more 
than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within 
the place visited (Matthew, 2015). Tourism is a major service industry which comprises attraction, accommodation and accessibility 
for many developing countries and has much potential to provide competitive advantages from them and understanding the reasons 
for tourist satisfaction has always been a concern of tourist bodies. While Tanzania tourism industry continues to be one of the key 
sources of foreign exchange, the industry depends primarily on the flow of international tourist to the country. World travel and 
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competitiveness report shows that Tanzania is number one worldwide in terms of nature based tourism resources and therefore the 
majority of international people make their plans of visiting Tanzania (Hohnholz, 2014). 

In view of Iringa, the RCO, (2020) reports that Iringa is one of the upcoming marketing platforms for all attractions and activities in 
the southern circuit with the aim of bringing together all key tourism stakeholder around Tanzania to support and market the south-
ern tourism circuit. Therefore, developments of hotel industry are crucial in terms of quality services provision to the customers and 
tourist at large. But developments of hotel industry need an assessment from customers based on their need and requirements. 
However, little was known on the effects of supplementary services on customer loyalty in Tanzania. Therefore, this study assessed 
the effects of supplementary services on customer loyalty in Tanzania, specifically to hotel industry in Iringa Municipality which was 
the hub of tourism developments in Southern circuit.  

Service quality in the hotel industry has become the key driver in profit making, basis for customer satisfaction, financial perfor-
mance, customer retention and hotel reputation both at local and international level (Vargo & Lusch, 2018). But the global services 
are composed not only by the competitive market but by the rapid change in destination marketing strategies, thus amid global 
competition, service marketing organizations are looking at innovative ways to put their market at the best position (Zott & Amit, 
2019). There was need for service business players in the hotel industry to appreciate effects of supplementary services not only in 
the service commodities and its processes but to realize the new changes in service and business performance. 

In addition, many researchers did studies on the service quality offered to customer and customer perception on hotel industry, 
but there are contradicting results; while some say that the services offered by hotel industry do not reveal the contents of the sup-
plementary services and others, conclude that the services are standard (Tiwary, 2020). From this study, however, little was known 
on the effects of supplementary services on customer loyalty in Tanzania. 

In fact, to date, the assumption (flower of service concept) has not been empirically tested in Tanzania content specifically in Irin-
ga Municipality. There were also no existing studies that focus on the effects of supplementary services towards customer loyalty of 
hotel sector in Iringa, no matter from the theoretical or the empirical perspective. Thus, for the purpose of this study, the researcher 
adapted the flower of service concept which originally consists of eight variables of supplementary services based on the hotel sec-
tor. The researcher therefore assessed the effects of supplementary services on customer loyalty in Tanzania, specifically to hotel 
industry in Iringa Municipality. 

LITERATURE SURVEY

The Effect of Facilitating Services towards Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 
Stringam et al. (2019) studied on “The Importance and Relationships of Information and Supplementary Services in UK”. The study 

used cross-section design and applied convenience sampling technique to obtain sample size of 60 respondents. Data analysis was 
done qualitatively through content analysis. The study found that the basic criteria when choosing a hotel facility are location, room 
size, staff, buildings and food quality. While researching the relationship between staff and guests, they came to a conclusion that 
information supplements the services that is needed by customers for service delivery. It provides guidance and understanding of the 
usage of core products, conditions of sales; pricing etc. without it, customers will be left unsure. Customer may also require impor-
tant information such as information or how to use or obtain a service or product. Examples of elements information on usage in-
structions, prices, direction to service site, conditions of sale, service/schedule hours, warnings, confirmation of reservations, docu-
mentation, notification of changes, and reminders. 

Dominici and Guzzo, (2018) conducted a study on “Customer satisfaction in the hotel industry from Sicily in Italy”. The study em-
ployed a cross-sectional design and primary data was collected from 50 respondents. Data analysis was done qualitatively and quan-
titatively through content and descriptive analysis. The study found that successful management of satisfaction of services users im-
plies understanding users’ expectations and preferences and creating offer accordingly such as billing and payments. Bills should be 
accurate clear and intelligible to customers. Example of elements related to bills includes machine display of required amount or self-
billing (computed by clients). Billing is a common supplementary service almost all services especially for paid services. Incomplete, 
illegible or inaccurate bill may disappoint customers who may be satisfied with the service or experience. Hotel facilities that have 
the ability to quickly understand and meet expectations and preferences of customers can successfully manage satisfaction and thus 
provide good operating result. 

Ariffin and Maghzi, (2017) studied on “Customer Expectations of Hotel Hospitality in India”. Cross-sectional study was employed 
and data was collected from 90 respondents. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyze data that was collected using 
questionnaires. The study found that the quality of hospitality can be defined as a factor that raises the level of guest satisfaction to 
such an extent that the guest will be ready to make a re-purchase of the same hotel service, i.e. there will be a conversion into a sa-
tisfied loyal guest. Like information, payment/invoicing are a facilitating supplementary service that is needed by customers for ser-
vice delivery. Customers want to know what they pay for, how to pay and when they need to pay. This can be facilitated by clear, ac-
curate and on-time invoice. Customer can pay more cheerfully and faster if a company makes transaction more convenient and sim-
ple for them. Examples of elements include automation deduction, direct to payee or self-service payment, insert card, entering cre-
dit card number directly online to intermediary or payee, electronic funds transfer, cash or token into machine, change giving or cash 
handling, and improvement of voucher automation deductions from financial deposits. 

Watson et al., (2017) conducted a study on “Hotel Preferences and Services: Implementing the Changes in the Nigerian Hotels”. 
The study employed a cross-sectional design and primary data was collected from 75 respondents. Data analysis was done qualita-
tively and quantitatively through content and descriptive analysis. The study found that customer may want to be informed about 
what may be available and secure commitment to delivery. It is important to make the process smooth and fast. The hotel’s order-
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taking should also be accurate, fast and polite to enable customer to endure unnecessary physical or mental effort and not to waste 
time. Reservations notably check-in and appointments are a special form of order-taking which entitles clients to specific units of 
service at a given location and time for example, a hotel room, admission to a facility, a restaurant table or an airline seat. Examples 
of elements include order entry, applications, check-in and reservations, vehicle or equipment rental, memberships in pro-
grams/clubs, order entry, prerequisite based services (college enrollment, financial credit), telephone/mail/web order reservations, 
on-site order fulfillment, seats/rooms/tables, and professional appointments. 

The Effect of Enhancing Services towards Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 
Choi and Chu (2018) conducted study on “Determinants of hotel guests’ satisfaction and repeat support in the Hong Kong hotel 

industry”. The study used survey design and applied purposive sampling technique to obtain sample size of 80 respondents. Data 
analysis was done qualitatively through content analysis. The study identified seven factors that have influenced the selection inten-
tions of guests: quality of professional staff, room features, infrastructural connection of the hotel, and business infrastructure within 
the hotel, safety and auxiliary facilities at the hotel. The technique of multiple regression analysis used indicated that the quality of 
professional staff, room features and safety are three factors with the most significant influence on selection of the hotel and reten-
tion intentions.  

Patterson and Wirz (2018) conducted a study on “Hospitality and Services Marketing in Australia”. A case study was employed and 
questionnaires were used to collect the information from 60 respondents. Data analysis was done quantitatively through descriptive 
analysis.  The study found that the business need to treat customers who invest effort and time to visit the business and use it ser-
vices should be handled with hospitality it deserves. Hospitality is an enhancing supplementary service. It enhances service delivery 
by adding value to the firm’s products and services and making them more appealing to clients. Hospitality-related services need to 
reflect pleasure to greet old clients when they come back and meeting new ones. These services should be designed to welcome to 
welcome new customers. Well-managed companies invest in ensuring that customers treat clients with courtesy and as guests. Con-
sideration for needs of clients should apply to telephone interactions as well as to face-to-face encounters. Hospitality begins from 
the service site and the offer of transport. It includes offering refreshments, creating comfortable waiting areas, cleaning toilets, and 
making customers to feel welcome. Other elements that enhance hospitality include offering drinks (food and beverages), security, 
greeting, toilets and washrooms, and waiting facilities and amenities, weather protection, seating, lounges, waiting areas, security, 
transport, and entertainment, newspapers and magazine. 

Mahumbe and Paul (2020) conducted a study on “Supplementary Services as a Differentiation Strategy on Hotel performance in 
Kenya”. The study used a survey design and sample of 50 respondents. Data analysis was done qualitatively through content analysis. 
The study found that customers visiting a service site will want to be assisted with personal possessions. Unless the company pro-
vides safekeeping services like convenient and safe car packaging), these customers may cease to come. Safekeeping involves keeping 
records for the clients safely, private and confidential. Like hospitality, safekeeping is an enhancing supplementary service. It en-
hances service delivery by adding value to the firm’s products and services and making them more appealing to clients. Safe keeping 
increases customer trust in the company and its staff. The company must look after client’s personal possessions.  

The Effect of Exception Services towards Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 
Mohamed (2019) studied on “Service quality, customer satisfaction, and customer value: A holistic perspective in Tanzania”. Cross-

sectional study was employed whereby 90 respondents were involved. Both qualitative and quantitative approaches were applied in 
this study. Data analysis was done through descriptive and content analysis. The study found that managing satisfaction is extremely 
important in the management of hotels. Hotel facilities that operate successfully pay a significant attention to the quality of services 
in order to reach positive customer satisfaction. The study also argues that it is necessary to design the service in accordance with 
the perceived exceptions that the user expects to use by consuming the services in order to ensure his/her satisfaction. Hotel facili-
ties that ignore the category of the exceptions such as mini bar, restaurants, water polo, babysitting, conference rooms, compliments 
or complaints, special request in advance, problem solving, or resolving difficulties arising from the use of products can provide ser-
vices that results in lower levels of guest satisfaction and on these grounds generate negative satisfaction.  

Tsai et al. (2016) conducted a study on “Hotel selection criteria used by Tanzania mainland and foreign individual travelers to Zan-
zibar”. A case study was used to collect data from 90 respondents. Data analysis was done through descriptive analysis. The study 
compared the preferences of tourists from Tanzania mainland and other tourists who visited Zanzibar with reference to the most 
important factors they take into account when choosing a hotel. The results pointed to the fact that foreign tourists are far more de-
manding than from Tanzania Mainland in terms of exceptions such as water polo, internet, spa, shopping or gallery that a hotel 
should have, compared to other tourists staying at hotels throughout Zanzibar. 

METHODOLOGY

The research employed a quantitative research approach whereby a descriptive design was used. The targeted population was 
120 customers of selected hotels from in Iringa Municipality where a sample size of 90 was drawn out of it. Convenient sampling 
techniques were used for the selection of respondents. Descriptive statistics was used to analyse data.  

ANALYSIS 
Data analysis was done using descriptive statistics. Data analysis includes editing, coding, classification and tabulation of collected 

data so that to make them ready for analysis (Kothari, 2014). The data, after collection, particularly in surveys, they are “raw” data. 
Thus, they need to be processed before they can be subjected to any useful analysis (Ambrose, 2016). Quantitative data was ana-
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lysed using descriptive statistical analysis in SPSS whereby frequencies and percentages was generated to determine the relative im-
portance of the quality dimensions as viewed by respondents. 

RESULTS   
Effect of Facilitating Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 

The researcher wanted to identify the effect of facilitating services towards the customer loyalty of hotel sector in the Iringa Mu-
nicipality. To know this the researcher listed some of the basic questions and the respondents were supposed to pinpoint their views 
by rounding their right choices against the right answers if they agree or disagree. The results were as shown on Table 1. 
Table 1: Effect of Facilitating Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 

 
Statement 

SD D N A SA Total 

F % F % F % F % F % F 
This hotel provides insight information when I need any 
services 

    4 4.4 39 43.3 47 52.3 90 

This hotel helps me on taking room orders when I need such 
service 

    12 13.3 34 37.8 44 48.9 90 

This hotel helps me in bills payment information     9 10.0 36 40.0 45 50.0 90 

This hotel helps me when I have inquired on any payments 7 7.8 7 7.8 16 17.8 36 40.0 24 26.7 90 

This hotel is very useful in bills taking services     19 21.1 24 26.7 47 52.2 90 

Key: SD- Strongly Disagree; D-Disagree; N-Neutral; A-Agree; SA-Strongly Agree; F-Frequency 
Source: Field data (2022) 

Table 1 shows that out of 90 respondents, statement 1, 95.6% of the respondent agreed (both strongly agree and agree) that ho-
tels provide insight information when they need any services while the remaining 4.4% were neutral with the statement. Statement 
2, 86.7% of respondents agreed that, hotels help them on taking room orders when they need such service while the remaining 
13.4% were neutral to the statement. Statement 3, 90% agreed with the statement that hotels help them in bills payment informa-
tion, while 10% remained neutral to the statement. Statement 4, 66.7% of respondents agreed that hotels help them when they have 
inquired on any payments, 17.8% of the respondents were neutral while the remaining 15.6% agreed to the statement. Statement 5, 
78.9% of respondents agreed that hotels are very useful in bills taking services, while the remaining 21.1% remained neutral.  

The findings revealed that in Iringa Municipality majority of hotel customers are loyal because of the facilitating services provided 
by hotels. In addition, supplementary services like provision of insights information, taking orders, bills payment information and 
inquires on any payments to customers’ influences customer loyalty. Also, the study revealed that there is a tendency of performing 
supplementary services in different hotels in Iringa Municipality to develop customer loyalty to their hotels.  

The results are supported by Stringam et al. (2019) who studied on “The Importance and Relationships of Information and Sup-
plementary Services in UK”. The study revealed that the basic criteria when choosing a hotel facility are location, room size, staff, 
buildings and food quality. While researching the relationship between staff and guests, they concluded that information supple-
ments the services that is needed by customers for service delivery. It provides guidance and understanding of the usage of core 
products, conditions of sales; pricing etc. without it, customers will be left unsure. Customer may also require important information 
such as information or how to use or obtain a service or product. Examples of elements information on usage instructions, prices, 
direction to service site, conditions of sale, service/schedule hours, warnings, confirmation of reservations, documentation, notifica-
tion of changes, and reminders. 

In addition, the results are supported by Dominici & Guzzo, (2018) who conducted a study on “Customer satisfaction in the hotel 
industry from Sicily”. The study revealed that successful management of satisfaction of services users implies understanding users’ 
expectations and preferences and creating offer accordingly such as billing and payments. Bills should be accurate clear and intelligi-
ble to customers. Example of elements related to bills includes machine display of required amount or self-billing (computed by 
clients). Billing is a common supplementary service almost all services especially for paid services. Incomplete, illegible or inaccurate 
bill may disappoint customers who may be satisfied with the service or experience. Therefore, effective facilitating services towards 
the customer loyalty of hotel sector will help to increase customer loyalty of hotel sector at Iringa Municipality. For the hotels, facili-
tating services like provision of insights information, taking orders, bills payment information and inquires on any payments to cus-
tomers are very useful in developing customer loyalty of hotel sector. 

 
Effect of Enhancing Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 

The researcher wanted to determine the effect of enhancing services towards the customer loyalty of hotel sector in Iringa Muni-
cipality. The researcher listed some of the basic questions and the respondents were supposed to pinpoint their views by rounding 
their right choices against the right answers if they agree or disagree. The results were as shown on Table 2. 
 Table 2: Effect of Enhancing Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 
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Statement 

SD  D N A SA Total 

F % F % F % F % F % F 
I have been consulted well on the services provides 
by this hotel 

    6 6.7 27 30.0 57 63.3 90 

I get good hospitality form this hotel     9 10.0 30 33.3 51 68.7 90 
The status of safety on this hotel is very higher     9 10.0 32 35.6 49 54.4 90 
I am satisfied with the consultation received by this 
hotel 

    10 11.1 31 34.4 49 54.5 90 

Am aware that am safe when I stay in this hotel     6 6.7 22 24.4 62 68.9 90 
Key: SD- Strongly Disagree; D-Disagree; N-Neutral; A-Agree; SA-Strongly Agree; F-Frequency 
Source: Field data (2022) 

Table 2 shows that out of 90 respondents, statement 1, 93.3% of the respondent agreed that customers been consulted well on 
the services provides by hotels while the remaining 6.7% of respondents remained neutral to the statement. Statement 2, 90% of 
respondents agreed with the statement that they get good hospitality form hotels, while 10% respondents were neutral to the 
statement. Statement 3, 90% of respondents agreed with the statement that the status of safety on the hotels is very higher, while 
10% were neutral. Statement 4, 88.9% of respondents agreed that they are satisfied with the consultation received by hotels, while 
the remaining percent that is 11.1% remained neutral to the statement. Statement 5, 93.3% of respondents agreed that they are 
aware that they are safe when they stay in this hotel while 6.7% of respondents were neutral to the statement.  

The findings revealed that in Iringa Municipality majority of hotel customers are loyal because of the enhancing services provided 
by hotels. In addition, enhancing services like consultation and hospitality on hotel is very higher and they influence customer loyalty. 
Also, the study revealed that safety is very important in hotels, and majority of customers build their loyalty based of safety of the 
hotel.  

This is in line with the study conducted by Choi and Chu (2018) who conducted study on “Determinants of hotel guests’ satisfac-
tion and repeat support in the Hong Kong hotel industry”. The study identified seven factors that have influenced the selection inten-
tions of guests: quality of professional staff, room features, infrastructural connection of the hotel, and business infrastructure within 
the hotel, safety and auxiliary facilities at the hotel. The technique of multiple regression analysis used indicated that the quality of 
professional staff, room features and safety are three factors with the most significant influence on selection of the hotel and reten-
tion intentions. 

In addition, the results are supported by Mahumbe, and Paul, (2020) conducted a study on “Supplementary Services as a Differen-
tiation Strategy on Hotel performance in Kenya”. The study discovered that customers visiting a service site will want to be assisted 
with personal possessions. Unless the company provides safekeeping services like convenient and safe car packaging), these custom-
ers may cease to come. Safekeeping involves keeping records for the clients safely, private and confidential. Like hospitality, safekeep-
ing is an enhancing supplementary service. It enhances service delivery by adding value to the firm’s products and services and mak-
ing them more appealing to clients. Safe keeping increases customer trust in the company and its staff. The company must look after 
client’s personal possessions. Generally, the researcher observed that enhancing services as supplementary services in hotels is very 
important to customers and it helps to make customer loyal to the hotels. Safety is most important; thus, hotel owners should invest 
more on the safety of their customers to influence customer loyalty hence increasing hotel market share. 

 
Effect of Exception Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector  

In this question a researcher wanted to ascertain the effect of exception services towards the customer loyalty of hotel sector in 
the Iringa Municipality. The researcher listed some of the basic questions and the respondents were supposed to pinpoint their views 
by rounding their right choices against the right answers if they agree or disagree. The results found are as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Effect of Exception Services towards the Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 

Statement SD D N A SA Total 
 F % F % F % F % F % F 
Accessing the water polo service by this hotel satisfies me   3 3.3 13 14.4 50 55.6 24 26.7 90 
The conference centre offered by this hotel is very exclusive   2 2.2 22 24.4 42 46.7 24 26.7 90 
I stay in this hotel because it offers quality internet service     5 5.6 38 42.2 47 52.2 90 
The arcade (gallery) of this hotel is very attractive and made 
me to stay on this hotel 

    4 4.4 39 43.3 47 52.2 90 

The exception services provided by this hotel influences 
hotel growth 

  2 2.2 11 12.2 32 35.6 45 50.0 90 

Source: Field data (2022) 
Key: SD- Strongly Disagree; D-Disagree; N-Neutral; A-Agree; SA-Strongly Agree; F-Frequency 
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Table 3 shows that out of 90 respondents, statement 1, 82.3% of respondents agreed with the statement that accessing the water 
polo service in hotels satisfies them,14.4% of respondents were neutral the statement while the remaining 3.3% respondents were 
against to the statement. Statement 2, 73.4% of respondents agreed that the conference centre offered by the hotel is very exclusive, 
24.4% were neutral with the statement, and the remaining 2.2% disagreed. Statement 3, 94.4% of respondents agree with the 
statement that they stay in the hotel because it offers quality internet service and 9.6% remained neutral to the statement. State-
ment 4, 95.6% of respondents agreed with the statement that the arcade (gallery) of the hotel is very attractive and made them to 
stay on the hotel, and the remaining 4.4% of respondents were neutral. Statement 5, 85.6% of respondents agree that the exception 
services provided by hotel influences hotel growth, 12.2% were neutral while 2.2% were against the statement.  

The findings revealed that in Iringa Municipality, exception services in hotel industry affect more customer loyalty. The way cus-
tomer gets more exception services such as access to water polo service, conference centre, quality internet service or attractive 
arcade (gallery) influence customers to stay more in hotel while building their loyalty to such hotel. Thus, exception services provided 
by hotels as supplementary services are essential in influencing customer loyalty. Lack of these exceptional services will discourage 
customer satisfaction hence reducing their loyalty form hotel services. 

This is in line with the study conducted by Tsai et al. (2016) who conducted a study on “Hotel selection criteria used by Tanzania 
mainland and foreign individual travellers to Zanzibar”. The study compared the preferences of tourists from Tanzania mainland and 
other tourists who visited Zanzibar with reference to the most important factors they consider when choosing a hotel. The results 
pointed to the fact that foreign tourists are far more demanding than from Tanzania Mainland in terms of exceptions such as water 
polo, internet, spa, shopping or gallery that a hotel should have, compared to other tourists staying at hotels throughout Zanzibar. 

In addition, the results are supported by Mohamed (2019) studied on “Service quality, customer satisfaction, and customer value: 
A holistic perspective in Tanzania”. The study exposed that hotel facilities that operate successfully pay a significant attention to the 
quality of services to reach positive customer satisfaction. The study also argues that it is necessary to design the service in accor-
dance with the perceived exceptions that the user expects to use by consuming the services to ensure his/her satisfaction. Hotel fa-
cilities that ignore the category of the exceptions such as mini bar, restaurants, water polo, babysitting, conference rooms, compli-
ments or complaints, special request in advance, problem solving, or resolving difficulties arising from the use of products can pro-
vide services that results in lower levels of guest satisfaction and on these grounds generate negative satisfaction. Generally, the re-
searcher observed that effective exception services in hotel industry attract more customers to use such hotel while increases their 
loyalty to that hotel. On the other hand, exception services such as access to water polo service, conference centre, quality internet 
service or attractive arcade (gallery) influence customers to stay more in hotel while developing their loyalty to such hotel.  

 
Customer Loyalty of Hotel Sector 

A researcher listed some of the basic questions about customer loyalty of hotel sector based on supplementary services and the 
respondents were supposed to pinpoint their views by rounding their right choices against the right answers if they agree or disag-
ree.  

Table 4: Customer loyalty of hotel sector 

Statement SD D N A SA Total 
F % F % F % F % F % F 

I am loyal to this hotel because of supplementary ser-
vices offered 

  13 14.4 28 31.1 40 44.4 9 10.0 90 

I enjoy to use this hotel due to unique services offered   14 15.6 28 31.1 28 31.1 20 22.2 90 
I prefer this hotel due to supplementary services of-
fered 

    9 10.0 36 40.0 45 50.0 90 

I prefer to provide services feedback because they 
influence the growth of the hotel sector 

    17 18.9 44 48.9 29 32.2 90 

Availability of supplementary services offered by this 
hotel are very essential of the growth of the hotel sec-
tor 

    16 17.8 53 58.9 21 23.3 90 

Key: SD- Strongly Disagree; D-Disagree; N-Neutral; A-Agree; SA-Strongly Agree; F-Frequency 
Source: Field data (2022) 

Table 4 shows that out of 90 respondents, statement 1, 54.4% of respondents agreed with the statement that customers are loyal 
to hotels because of supplementary services offered, 31.1% were neutral while 14.4% were against the statement. Statement 2, 
53.3% of respondents agree they enjoy using those hotels due to unique services offered, 31.1% remained neutral while the remain-
ing 15.6% were against the statement. Statement 3, 90% of respondents agreed on the statement that customers prefer those hotels 
due to supplementary services offered, while 10% were neutral to the statement. Statement 4, 81.1% of respondents agreed that 
customers prefer to provide services feedback because they influence the growth of the hotel sector while 18.9% of respondents 
remained neutral to the statement. Statement 5, 82.2% of respondents agreed with the statement that availability of supplementary 
services offered by hotels are very essential of the growth of the hotel sector while 17.8% were neutral to the statement.  
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The findings revealed there is availability of supplementary services offered by hotels in Iringa Municipality because is very essen-
tial of the growth of the hotel sector. In addition, the customer loyalty of hotel sector is being built by the provision of supplementary 
services by hotels which increases market share of the hotel and contributing to the growth of the hotel. 

This is in line with the study conducted by Isa, (2019) who argued that provision of supplementary services aids in meeting several 
requirements such as customers’ perception and its subsequent loyalty and market share, soliciting new market share, improved 
productivity, financial performance and profitability service. Supplementary service is very important to any hotel because it is a 
route to competitive advantage and profitability. 

Generally, the researcher observed that identifying first what the consumer perceives as a supplementary service in hotel industry 
is very important to successfully leverage service quality as a competitive edge. Supplementary services enable hotels to make more 
sales and hence improving the hotel’s image.   
 

CONCLUSION

 
The study revealed that facilitating services, enhancing services and exception services affects the customer loyalty of hotel sector. 

For the hotels, facilitating services like provision of insights information, taking orders, bills payment information and inquires on any 
payments to customers are very useful in developing customer loyalty of hotel sector. Safety is most important; thus, hotel owners 
should invest more on the safety of their customers to influence customer loyalty hence increasing hotel market share. On the other 
hand, exception services such as access to water polo service, conference centre, quality internet service or attractive arcade (gal-
lery) influence customers to stay more in hotel while developing their loyalty to such hotel.  
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